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C A L I B R AT I O N

C oding is basically the computer
language used to develop apps,
websites and software. Without it,

there would have been no Facebook on
our smartphones, browser we choose to
view our favourite blogs on PC, or even
the blogs themselves. It all runs on a code.

HOW TO CODE YOUR NAME
Using the ASCII code, anyone
can write their name in bina-
ry.  In fact, you can write your
name using the numbers them-
selves, or, you create a cool key-
chain, bracelet or necklace.

To create a keepsake using binary
code, assign a separate colour for 0, 1,
and spaces. This is a great way to learn
about how computers process numbers and
symbols. What may seem like an ordinary
bracelet, is actually a sequence that spells out a
complete thought. Did you know that braille is
another form of binary code?  So is
Morse code!  So, go coding.

C
apillary action
describes the
s p o n t a n e o u s
flow of a liquid

into a narrow tube or
porous material. Capil-
lary action is caused by
the cohesive forces of the
liquid and the adhesive
forces between the liquid
and tube material. These
forces pull the liquid into
the tube.

CAPILLARY ACTION
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CANYON

Acanyon is a deep, narrow valley with
steep sides. ‘Canyon’ comes from the
Spanish word cañon, which means

‘tube’ or ‘pipe.’

WHAT CREATES CANYONS: The movement of
rivers, the processes of weathering and ero-
sion, and tectonic activity create canyons. 

While the literal meaning of the word ‘con-
flict’ is to have a disagreement, the word
brings in interesting ‘literary’ signifi-

cance. Suppose you wanted to read this newspaper
on your laptop but the battery was low, that would
mean a ‘conflict’ has arisen in the situation. An
impediment preventing you from accomplishing
your desired result; in this case, the laptop not con-
taining enough charge. This kind of extraneous,
physical problem, is termed, an external conflict. 

A conflict in literature, however, can be much
more profound and person-
al. Suppose you had to do
something risky to save
someone but your fear of
taking risks prevented you
from going ahead; this
would signify an ‘internal
conflict’. In fiction writing
and literature, the charac-

ters that face deep inner con-
flicts make for the most interesting, identifiable,
arresting characters. A young working profession-
al unable to find love in his life because of his blind
hunger for money and career growth — an exam-
ple of a classic inner conflict that will make the
character compelling. Through history, if you 
dissect the most-iconic characters in literature,
you will find they are deeply-flawed people with at
least one striking conflict within. Within the con-
struct of a story, a plot usually comprises a combi-
nation of conflicts that presents different situa-
tions for the story to move forward. 

Canyons are like silent jour-
nals of an area’s history over

thousands or even millions of
years. By studying the exposed

layers of rock in a canyon wall, experts
can learn about how the climate
changed, what kind of organisms were
alive at certain times, and even how the
canyon may change in the future.

CLASSROOMS TO EXPERIENCE ZONES

Water moves through the plant by
means of capillary action. Capillary

action occurs when the forces binding
a liquid together (cohesion and surface

tension) and the forces attracting that bound 
liquid to another surface (adhesion) are greater
than the force of gravity.

STEPS
 Divide the sand in five separate bags. The
amount may vary. Each collection of sand
will represent a different rock layer in the
canyon.
 Add several drops of food colouring into
each bag so that each collection of sand is
a different colour.
 One by one, pour each bag of sand into
the container to create layers that are
about 2.5cm thick. Then, look through the
side of the container: the unique pattern of
stacked sediments is called strata.

 Now, fill a new bag with water, then snip
off one of the bottom corners and allow the
water to pour over the sand in the contain-
er. Lift or tilt the container slightly so that a
‘river’ can cut a unique path down through
the sand. Check out your canyon!
WHAT TO WATCH OUT FOR?
How do the strata look on the inside of
the canyon walls versus on the outside?
Refill the water bag and make it ‘rain’
on top of the canyon. How does the rain
make its way down to the river at the base
of the canyon? Does erosion occur?

TEACHER PROMPT: Canyons can be so massive and deep that it seems
like they’ve been around forever. But many of them began as layers of
sediment that were gradually carved down by the powerful natural
force of water. In this experiment, see how water completely trans-
forms the structure of sediments within your miniature landscape.

ACTIVITIES: Ask students to enact an act
from a Shakesperean play and show a scene
of conflict: internal and external; Ask 
students to write poems expressing conflicts

 What do you think will happen to the water?
 What is happening now?
 Why do you think the colours are changing?

TEACHER PROMPT: QUESTION TO ASK

COLD WAR

Have you ever worked on a project
with someone you didn’t like?
This was like the relationship the

USA and the USSR (or the Soviet Union)
had during the World War II. Both coun-
tries agreed Germany and Japan were
dangerous countries, and needed to be
stopped, but once they stopped them,
the USA and USSR. could not agree how
to work together anymore.

WORLD WAR II ENDS
During the World War II, Germany and
Japan were invading other countries.
Once the war ended and they were de-
feated, the invaded countries, as well as
Germany and Japan, were left in ruins
and needed to be rebuilt. The US want-

ed to create governments in these coun-
tries based on democracy.

THE COLD WAR
This conflict between the US and the 
Soviet Union is known as the Cold War
because neither country ever directly
attacked each other. This was because
each country had nuclear weapons. Dur-
ing the Cold War, the US and the Soviet
Union competed to see which country
could develop the most-destructive
weapons. This competition came to be
known as the Arms Race. 

BUILD YOUR OWN CANYON

MATERIALS
 Clear plastic contain-

er (like ones used for
food storage)

 Sand (almost enough
to fill your container)

 Food colouring (at
least four colours 
is best)

 Sandwich bags

 Water

You couldn’t count the erasers             ? Two of the
erasers didn't match the unit of counting            ? In-
deed, we need another way of counting when the things
to be counted include things smaller than the unit of
counting, in this case         and     .

Measurement is what we do to quantify things
smaller/less than the chosen unit. We calibrate the
chosen unit to measure such quantities. Calibration
is the C of math. To calibrate a unit means creating
a new unit out of the unit to precisely measure some-
thing. For example, metre as a unit may be calibrat-
ed to accurately measure 1 dm, 1 cm, 1 mm, and even
1 foot and 1 inch (lengths less than 1 metre).

UNIT IS UNIVERSAL
Nothing can be quan-
tified without using a
unit. Everything is a
multiple of the cho-
sen unit of counting.  

WHAT’S 
MEASUREMENT?
Measurement is
counting the number
of units that exactly
equals a given physi-
cal characteristic of
things. 

MEASUREMENT SUPPLEMENTS COUNTING
Most things in everyday living require the use of a frac-
tional unit to completely and exactly measure, and express,
physical qualities; no one may be ‘exact’ 6-foot-tall, it's a
fraction of inch more, or less. Try measuring the length,
weight, space (area, volume), etc. of anything, or speed,
acceleration, etc. of a motion. None of the measurements
will be complete without using a well-chosen fractional
count of the unit used. 

MEASUREMENT COMPLEMENTS COUNTING
Measurement and counting exclusively create numbers –
by counting the quantity of given things that match the
chosen unit, or by measuring to count the units and frac-
tional units that specifically equal a physical quality.

Measurement is the source of fractions
Above all, fractional numbers, the rational numbers —
the real world’s quantities — are what we get when we
measure things. The only way to know half an apple is to
measure that it’s half of 1 apple.

FRACTIONAL UNITS GIVE NATURAL NUMBER COUNTS
Importantly, fractional units are so chosen that the meas-
ure of the fractional part is: 

Natural number x Fractional unit
We best not create more fractional part while measuring
fractional parts. 

UNIT IS AT THE HEART OF MEASUREMENT

Called the unit fraction, it’s the 1 part of the many
equal parts of a unit. 1/10th  cm and 1/16th inch  are
common unit fractions to measure less than 1 cm and
1 inch. Units of measure could be any equal part of a
chosen unit. 

UNIT OF COUNTING VS UNIT OF MEASUREMENT
Measurement is also counting but the unit will almost
always involve a fractional unit too; counting is always
about just one unit.

COUNTING VS MEASUREMENT
Together they complete the means to quantify every-
thing.

1/4 apple = 4  of 1/16 apple

It can’t be 2.5 of 1/10 apple, or 4.5 of 1/18 apple.
Next, we will discover all about numbers that 

counting and measurement produce.

1/4 apple = 2 of 1/8 apple

SETTING UP THE RAINBOW SCIENCE EXPERIMENT
SUPPLIES NEEDED: 
 Printable walking water recording sheets (button to

download at the bottom of the post)
 Small plastic cups or glasses
 Paper towels (*read my tips below for picking the 

right ones)
 Food colouring in primary colours
 Water

1Place 5 cups in a row and pour water in all the cups.
Cups should be about 3/4 full. 

2Add 5 drops of red food colouring to the 1st cup, 5 drops
of yellow colour to the 3rd cup and blue food colouring
to the 5th cup.

3Place the tissue paper strips connecting all the five cups
as shown below. Wait and watch as the primary colours
make the secondary ones in the 2nd and 4th cups. 

Experiment conducted with 5 cups in pic

The coloured water travels up the paper towel by a
process called capillary action. Capillary action is the
ability of a liquid to flow upward, against gravity, in 
narrow spaces. This is the same thing that helps water
climb from a plant’s roots to the leaves in the tree tops.

Paper towels, and all paper products, are made from
fibers found in plants called cellulose. In this demon-
stration, the water flowed upwards through the tiny
gaps between the cellulose fibers. The gaps in the
towel acted like capillary tubes, pulling the water
upwards.

The water is able to defy gravity as it travels upward
due to the attractive forces between the water and
the cellulose fibers.

EXPLAIN THE SCIENCE BEHIND IT

ACTIVITIES
 Ask students to collect

photos of leaders associat-
ed with the Cold War.

 Prompt students to read
through different sources
to decide who was to
blame for the Cold War. 

 Create a scrap book of the
World War facts.

CODING

CONFLICT
By Kartik Bajoria
Jaipur-based
Communication Skills
Educator & Writer

Sandeep Srivastava, educator for 20 years, 
specialises in making Maths easy and funCounting is how we precisely quantify things

because ‘1’, the unit of counting, is very
definite. Let’s count             (erasers) in
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“A man who carries a cat by the tail learns something he can
learn in no other way.”   Mark Twain

CLICK HERE: PAGE 3 AND 4



WILL VIRAT KOHLI
RETURN TO FORM?
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CL: PSG bury
Barcelona demons to

reach last eight 

Photo: AP

Kohli failed to impress with the bat in the recently concluded four-match Test series as

he accumulated just 172 runs in six innings, including two half-centuries P
aris St Germain buried the
ghosts of their embarrass-
ing 2017 exit as they drew 1-

1 at home with Barcelona to com-
plete a 5-2 aggregate victory that
sent them into the Champions
League quarterfinals. Four years
after Barca claimed a memorable
6-1 win to overturn a 4-0 first leg
deficit in the last 16, PSG
lacked inspiration but their
4-1 advantage from the
first game in Spain was
sufficient this time. Kylian
Mbappe, who scored a
hat-trick at the Nou Camp, opened
the scoring with a penalty
against the run of play before
Lionel Messi levelled
with a superb long-
range goal, but the
Argentine had a
spot-kick saved by
Keylor Navas on the
stroke of halftime. REUTERS

A
s the focus shifts towards
white-ball cricket after In-
dia clinched the Test series

3-1 to reach the World Test Cham-
pionship (WTC) final, former In-
dia batsman VVS Laxman feels
that skipper Virat Kohli should
play freely and express himself

against England
bowlers in the T20I

series. Kohli had
an ordinary Test
series against Eng-

land. Things will
not be any different in

the white-ball format as
Jofra Archer, Mark Wood, Ben
Stokes, Moeen Ali and Adil Rashid
will look to add pressure on him
to dismiss him cheaply.

Kylian Mbappe

WILL VIRAT KOHLI
RETURN TO FORM?

Q1:
In which year did Badminton
become a part of the Summer

Olympics, with the men’s and
women’s events added to the roster? 
a) 1984 Los Angeles Oly  ❑

b) 1988 Seoul Oly ❑ c) 1992 Barcelona Oly  ❑

d) 1996 Atlanta Oly  ❑

Q2:
In the year 2010, against
which country did Muttiah

Muralitharan play his last Test? 
a) India  ❑ b) West Indies  ❑

c) Australia  ❑ d) England  ❑

Q3:
In which year did Lionel
Messi become the captain

of FC Barcelona?
a) 2016  ❑ b) 2019  ❑ c) 2017  ❑ d) 2018  ❑

Q4:
Ashleigh Barty won the
2019 Women’s French Open

title. Who was the runner-up?
a) Victoria Azarenka  ❑

b) Marketa Vondrousova  ❑

c) Garbine Muguruza  ❑ d) Petra Kvitova  ❑

Q5:
Prakash Padukone’s first
major international title

came when he won the
Commonwealth Games men’s singles
gold. In which year did he win it?

a) 1977  ❑ b) 1979  ❑ c) 1978  ❑ d) 1975  ❑

Q6:
After Brett Lee, who took
the fastest 350 ODI wickets?

a) Muttiah Muralitharan  ❑ b) Waqar Younis  ❑

c) Glenn McGrath  ❑ d) Wasim Akram ❑

Q7:
During which games did
Saina Nehwal play her

maiden Olympics?

a) 2016 Rio Oly  ❑ b) 2012 London Oly  ❑

c) 2008 Beijing Oly  ❑ d) 2004 Athens Oly  ❑

Q8:
Which of the following
players has made the

fastest 5000 runs in One Day
Internationals?
a) Virat Kohli  ❑ b) Hashim Amla  ❑

c) Viv Richards  ❑ d) David Warner  ❑

Q9:
In which year did Naomi
Osaka win her maiden US

Open title?  
a) 2018  ❑ b) 2019  ❑ c) 2020  ❑ d) 2021  ❑

Q10:
During which games did
Pullella Gopichand make

his only Olympic appearance?
a) 2004 Athens Games  ❑

b) 1992 Barcelona Games  ❑

c) 1996 Atlanta Games  ❑

d) 2000 Sydney Games  ❑

Q11:
After Rashid Khan, who
took the fastest 100 ODI

wickets?
a) Mitchell Starc  ❑ b) Saqlain Mushtaq  ❑

c) Shane Bond  ❑ d) Mustafizur Rahman  ❑

Q12:
How many FIFA Club
World Cup titles has FC

Barcelona won?
a) One  ❑ b) Two  ❑ c) Three  ❑ d) Four  ❑

QUIZ TIME!

Saina Nehwal
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ANSWERS: 1 c) 1992 Barcelona Games    

2 a) India   3 d) 2018   4 b) Marketa Vondrousova

5 c) 1978   6 b) Waqar Younis

7 c) 2008 Beijing Olympics   8 b) Hashim Amla

9 a) 2018   10 d) 2000 Sydney Games

11 a) Mitchell Starc  12 c) Three

English players
have proved their
mettle in IPL

➨ Besides being packed with white-ball
cricket specialists, the 16-member T20I
squad comprises 13 players who have
experience in the Indian Premier
League with the likes of Ben Stokes,
Jos Buttler, Jofra Archer, Jonny
Bairstow and Eoin Morgan being the
match-winners in their respective
sides. England are among the tough-
est sides in white-ball cricket prima-
rily because they have some big-hit-
ters that are in huge demand in the
T20 franchise leagues, especially IPL.

➨ In many ways, they have surpassed
the Australians and South Africans
in giving hard-hitters and X-factor
players for the IPL sides. It came as
no surprise that many top English

players were retained by their re-
spective IPL franchises ahead of
this season and even among those

released, Moeen Ali was bought
for as big a sum as `7 crore.

➨ All-rounder Sam Cur-
ran, who represents Chen-

nai Super Kings had ad-
mitted that IPL in 2020

in UAE helped him be-
come a better player.
“I definitely felt I
came back a much
better player from
the IPL last year. I

think it’s benefited my
game,” said Curran.

Even Livingstone,
just 2 matches old,
got picked up in IPL

➨ Only Dawid Malan, Adil Rashid and Re-
ece Topley among the squad of 16 have
no IPL experience but Malan too has a
contract this year. The left-handed bats-
man is the world’s top T20I batsman
and it was no surprise that Punjab
Kings splurged `1.5 crore on him.

➨ England players being in huge demand
was also exemplified well with batting
all-rounder Liam Livingstone being
picked at the auction this year. The 27-
year-old, who has played just two T20
Internationals back in 2017, was bought
by Rajasthan Royals for this season fol-
lowing a brief stint in 2019.

➨ He had a great Big Bash League where

he scored 426 runs and hit 28 sixes for
Perth Scorchers. That helped him re-
turn to the England side after well
over three years as well as make an
IPL comeback after two years. He had
played just four games in 2019 but he
exemplifies England players’ growing
interest in the T20 format.

➨ “I am a different player and a differ-
ent person from back then (2017). The
experience that you get by playing fran-
chise cricket around the world is pret-
ty valuable when you come back to
playing international cricket,” said
Livingstone. “For the first time in my
career, I feel I belong to this environ-
ment. I was pretty immature back then.
I am back to enjoying my cricket,” the
opening batsman added.

WHY ENGLAND’S T20I SIDE IS
A TOUGH NUT TO CRACK

We all know the benefits of IPL. It’s

a huge tournament and monetary

rewards are obvious and also the

experience you gain and it

has its pluses too.

And it’s obvious in

the upturn of

white ball game in

England, and

number of players

participating in it

and how beneficial it is

to all of us. It is also a big feather in

the cap for the England side that 12

players were in demand in the world’s

biggest tournament.

JOS BUTLER, England batsman

We’ve been in great form in

T20 cricket. We’ve had some

confidence along the way and

picked up some serious wins

over the last two years, which

is great. But also we need to

develop our game and go into a

World Cup with as few

weaknesses as possible. I think

having the strongest squad

available to us, which doesn’t

really happen that often, allows

us to play around with any

plans we might foresee using in

the World Cup as well.

EOIN MORGAN,

England’s limited-

overs skipper

I definitely think it’s a

strong fast bowling unit as

far as England is concerned

because they have got a lot of

variations; they’ve got pace in

the form of Mark Wood and

Archer. Good death bowling

options in the form of Jordan;

Ben Stokes can be their all-

rounder. But their spin

department looks a little weak

compared to their fast bowling

department. But as such, I feel

that Kohli is a class batsman,

he’s an outstanding batsman and

with depth and quality in the

Indian batting line-up, I think he

should go and express himself.

It’s not necessary for him to play

the anchor role, because we

know that he’s a stroke player. If

he plays with positive intent, if

he plays his high percentage

shots, not only will his strike

rate be high, but his consistency

also will be there for everyone

to see, he’s a match-winner. With

Rohit Sharma and K L Rahul

opening the innings, and then

you have got Shreyas Iyer,

Hardik Pandya, Rishabh Pant, I

think they have a lot of depth.

So, Kohli should go out and

express himself and play with a

lot of freedom, and that’s when

he’s very dangerous.

It’s a great opportunity for

Team India because you are

playing five matches in your

home condition, followed by

IPL and Asia Cup before the

T20 World Cup. It’s a great

opportunity to test your bench,

which is why I feel the squad is

very formidable, as far as the

Indian squad is concerned.

VVS LAXMAN,

former India cricketer 

England may have lost the Test series badly, unable to put up any

resistance, but the T20 International side that will take the field

in Ahmedabad at the Narendra Modi Stadium from Friday in the 

five-match series is likely to give India a tough fight

Morgan cleared the air regarding

where all-rounder Ben Stokes

will bat in the upcoming five-

match series against India after

his IPL franchise Rajasthan

Royals used the English batter as

an opener. “I’m happy with the

structure I have. Ben has done

really well for us there (in the

middle order) and hopefully,

that will continue.”
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NOT NECESSARY FOR VIRAT TO PLAY THE ANCHOR ROLE

Rory Mcllroy, professional golfer


